Enrich Learning with Fun With Construction!
Fun With Construction (FWC) empowers users with digitised tools and canvases to develop their own creative lesson activities. Teachers and students can manipulate objects with a diverse set of digital instruments including ruler, compass, protractor, and more. They can also demonstrate their logical concepts with FWC’s unique layering and recording features.

Equipped with other mathematical and scientific tools, schools have best applied FWC to Mathematics, Geography, Map Reading, Flow Charting and more!

Foster independent learning with Fun With MindBook.
Fun With MindBook (FMB) serves as a platform for both teachers and students to reflect on shared learnings. Equipped with brainstorming and personal note-taking tools, FMB enriches learning through collaborative and independent study.

Teachers use FMB on interactive whiteboards to initiate discussions in class. FMB is also commonly used to author mind-mapping exercises that develop their students’ logical and analytical skills.

Suitable for all subjects and all ages.